Abstract: A new graphene-based flexible solar cell with a power conversion efficiency >10% has been designed. The environmental stability and the low complexity of the fabrication process are the two main advantages of the proposed device with respect to other flexible solar cells. The designed solar cell is a graphene/silicon Schottky junction whose performance has been enhanced by a graphene oxide layer deposited on the graphene sheet. The effect of the graphene oxide is to dope the graphene and to act as anti-reflection coating. A silicon dioxide ultrathin layer interposed between the n-Si and the graphene increases the open-circuit voltage of the cell. The solar cell optimization has been achieved through a mathematical model, which has been validated by using experimental data reported in literature. The new flexible photovoltaic device can be integrated in a wide range of microsystems powered by solar energy.
By properly optimizing the cell configuration, the efficiency has been improved up to 15.6% [23] . A more expensive graphene/GaAs Shottky junction solar cell with an efficiency of >18% has been reported [24] . These values of efficiency are the best ones for graphene-based solar cells.
One of the key advantages of the graphene/n-Si Shottky junction solar cells is that they can be made flexible by thinning the substrate [25, 26] . In this way, flexible solar cells with an efficiency potentially higher than 10% and an excellent environmental stability can be fabricated via a simple and low cost technological process. This feature of the graphene/n-Si Shottky junction solar cells is extremely attractive because flexible solar cells [27] are in demand for a wide range of applications, such as wearable and implantable microsystems and wireless sensor networks for Internet of Things (IoT).
High-efficiency flexible solar cells with good environmental stability, low complexity, and a low manufacturing have not yet been proposed. The state of the art of the efficiency for flexible solar cells is around 30% for GaAs cells manufactured via epitaxial lift-off [28] . However, the only solar cells with an efficiency >10% that can be easily fabricated via a low cost process are the perovskite-based cells [29] (record efficiency = 16.47%), even if at the expense of poor environmental stability [30] .
In this paper, we report on the design of a new flexible solar cell based on a Schottky junction consisting of an ultrathin layer of graphene oxide (GO) deposited on a few graphene atomic layers, which are transferred on an n-doped silicon layer (see Figure 1 ). properly optimizing the cell configuration, the efficiency has been improved up to 15.6% [23] . A more expensive graphene/GaAs Shottky junction solar cell with an efficiency of >18% has been reported [24] . These values of efficiency are the best ones for graphene-based solar cells. One of the key advantages of the graphene/n-Si Shottky junction solar cells is that they can be made flexible by thinning the substrate [25, 26] . In this way, flexible solar cells with an efficiency potentially higher than 10% and an excellent environmental stability can be fabricated via a simple and low cost technological process. This feature of the graphene/n-Si Shottky junction solar cells is extremely attractive because flexible solar cells [27] are in demand for a wide range of applications, such as wearable and implantable microsystems and wireless sensor networks for Internet of Things (IoT).
In this paper, we report on the design of a new flexible solar cell based on a Schottky junction consisting of an ultrathin layer of graphene oxide (GO) deposited on a few graphene atomic layers, which are transferred on an n-doped silicon layer (see Figure 1 ). Aiming at maximizing the cell performance, the presence of a silicon oxide layer (thickness <2 nm) between the silicon layer and the graphene sheet has been considered, and the influence of a graphene oxide film (thickness <100 nm) on the top of the graphene sheet has been studied.
The silicon dioxide, with an optimized thickness, increases the open-circuit voltage and consequently the efficiency of the solar cell. The carrier transport across the silicon dioxide ultrathin layer is enabled by the tunnel effect.
The graphene oxide film induces the p-doping of the graphene [31] with a consequent increase of both the work function and the conductivity of the graphene sheet. In addition, the GO film acts as an anti-reflection coating layer, as explained in Section 3.
We assume that the graphene sheet, synthetized by chemical vapor deposition, is transferred on the top of a square Si window patterned in a Si/SiO2 wafer that is properly thinned to guarantee the desired flexibility. In addition, we assume that, before the graphene transfer, a metal contact (top contact) with a square shape is deposited on the SiO2 layer around the Si window and another metal contact (back contact) is deposited on the back side of the n-Si. The ultrathin SiO2 layer can be grown on the n-Si immediately before the graphene transfer by exposing the wafer to clean room air at room temperature and controlled humidity (average humidity = 42%). In this way, the thickness of the SiO2 layer slowly increases as the exposure time increases [32] . Alternatively, the ultrathin SiO2 layer can Aiming at maximizing the cell performance, the presence of a silicon oxide layer (thickness <2 nm) between the silicon layer and the graphene sheet has been considered, and the influence of a graphene oxide film (thickness <100 nm) on the top of the graphene sheet has been studied.
We assume that the graphene sheet, synthetized by chemical vapor deposition, is transferred on the top of a square Si window patterned in a Si/SiO 2 wafer that is properly thinned to guarantee the desired flexibility. In addition, we assume that, before the graphene transfer, a metal contact (top contact) with a square shape is deposited on the SiO 2 layer around the Si window and another metal contact (back contact) is deposited on the back side of the n-Si. The ultrathin SiO 2 layer can be grown on the n-Si immediately before the graphene transfer by exposing the wafer to clean room air at Electronics 2016, 5, 73 3 of 11 room temperature and controlled humidity (average humidity = 42%). In this way, the thickness of the SiO 2 layer slowly increases as the exposure time increases [32] . Alternatively, the ultrathin SiO 2 layer can be grown by immersing the sample in ultrapure water with dissolved oxygen concentration of 9 ppm. For example, by using this technique, a SiO 2 layer with a thickness of 1.5 nm can be grown of an n-doped silicon wafer (donor dopant concentration = 10 15 cm −3 ) after an exposure time of 2 × 10 4 min [32] . After the graphene transfer, a GO solution can be spin-coated on the cell forming a uniform GO layer.
The solar cell design is based on a mathematical model taking into account all physical effects occurring within the Schottky junction when it is illuminated via solar radiation. The model is validated using data from the literature. The device performance has been calculated assuming AM (air mass) 1.5 illumination (power density = 100 mW/cm 2 ), which is the standard terrestrial spectrum of solar radiation.
Solar Cell Model
The complete mathematical model was developed for the design of the solar cell shown in Figure 1 . Simpler structures without the GO and the SiO 2 layers can be also studied with the same model.
As is well known, a depletion layer is created in the n-Si in close proximity to the junction. Photons arriving within the silicon layer generate electron-hole pairs both in the depletion layer and outside of it. All of these pairs can contribute to the photo-generated current density J ph .
J ph originates from two contributions-the drift current density J dr and the hole current density J p . J dr is due to electrons and holes that are generated in the depletion layer by the shorter wavelength light and then accelerated by the built-in electric field towards the metal contacts before they recombine. J p is due to the holes generated outside the depletion layer by the longer wavelength light. The holes diffuse in the n-Si towards the top contact.
According to [33] , the wavelength dependent expressions of J dr and J p are given by
where λ is the wavelength, q is the electron charge, F is the photon flux, α is the silicon absorption coefficient, W is the width of the depletion layer, S is the recombination velocity at the back contact, and H' is equal to H-W where H is the thickness of the n-Si layer. L p is the hole diffusion length given
2 where D p is the hole diffusion coefficient and τ p is the hole lifetime. T R (λ) is given by T ML (λ)[1-R(λ)]; T ML (λ) is the transmittance of the GO/graphene/SiO 2 multi-layer, and R is the reflectance of the GO-coated graphene/silicon junction. When the cell structure does not include the GO and SiO 2 layers, T ML (λ) denotes the transmittance of the graphene sheet, and R the silicon reflectance.
The width W of the depletion layer can be written as [33] 
where ε s is the silicon dielectric constant, N D is the donor impurity concentration, Φ G is the graphene work function, χ is the silicon electron affinity, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and N C is the effective density of states in the conduction band. For each value of λ, J ph (λ) = J dr (λ) + J p (λ). Since silicon absorbs light in the wavelength range from λ 1 = 0.28 µm to λ 2 = 1.2 µm, the total photo-generated current is given by the following integral:
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The external quantum efficiency of the cell (EQE), i.e., the number of electron-hole pairs generated for each absorbed photon, is given by
Assuming that the shunt resistance is infinite (see, for example, the experimental data in [22] ) and, consequently, its effect on the performance of the cell is negligible, the equivalent electric circuit in Figure 2a models the solar cell.
Assuming that the shunt resistance is infinite (see, for example, the experimental data in [22] ) and, consequently, its effect on the performance of the cell is negligible, the equivalent electric circuit in Figure 2a models the solar cell. The current generator represents the photocurrent generation and Iph = Jph A, where A is the area of the solar cell. The resistance RS is the series resistance of the solar cell. The diode corresponds to the cell behavior when it is not illuminated by the solar radiation (under this condition Iph = 0). The current flowing in the diode is the dark current IDark equal to
where n is the ideality factor, and IS is the saturation current. IS can be written as [33, 34] ( )
where A * is the effective Richardson constant, φ T (in eV) is the average height of the energy barrier due to the SiO2 layer, and δ is the thickness of the SiO2 layer (δ = 0 when there is not a SiO2 layer interposed between the graphene sheet and the n-Si). The I-V characteristics (see Figure 2b ) of the solar cell is
VOC denotes the open-circuit voltage, which is the voltage across the cell terminals when the load resistance RL is an open circuit and, consequently, I = 0, and ISC denotes the short-circuit current, i.e., the value of I when RL = 0 and, consequently, V = 0.
The fill factor FF of the solar cell, which is a measure of the "squareness" of the I-V characteristics, is given by: The current generator represents the photocurrent generation and I ph = J ph A, where A is the area of the solar cell. The resistance R S is the series resistance of the solar cell. The diode corresponds to the cell behavior when it is not illuminated by the solar radiation (under this condition I ph = 0). The current flowing in the diode is the dark current I Dark equal to
where n is the ideality factor, and I S is the saturation current. I S can be written as [33, 34] 
where A * is the effective Richardson constant, φ T (in eV) is the average height of the energy barrier due to the SiO 2 layer, and δ is the thickness of the SiO 2 layer (δ = 0 when there is not a SiO 2 layer interposed between the graphene sheet and the n-Si). The I-V characteristics (see Figure 2b ) of the solar cell is
V OC denotes the open-circuit voltage, which is the voltage across the cell terminals when the load resistance R L is an open circuit and, consequently, I = 0, and I SC denotes the short-circuit current, i.e., the value of I when R L = 0 and, consequently, V = 0.
The fill factor FF of the solar cell, which is a measure of the "squareness" of the I-V characteristics, is given by:
where V max and J max are the voltage and the current density at the maximum-power operating point, respectively, i.e., the point of the I-V characteristics of the solar cell where the generated electric power P = V I is maximum.
The power conversion efficiency (PCE; sometimes called simply efficiency) is the main performance parameter for any solar cell:
where P in is the incident optical power density. The model physical parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 1 . The wavelength-dependent silicon absorption coefficient was derived from experimental data [35] and is shown in Figure 3 . The empirical relation reported in [36] was used to take into account the τ p dependence on N D . D p was expressed as kT (µ p /q), and the analytical expression in [37] was used for the hole mobility µ p . Data in [31] were used to estimate R S , the reflectivity R(λ), and the wavelength-dependent transmittance of graphene, GO, and SiO 2 . where Vmax and Jmax are the voltage and the current density at the maximum-power operating point, respectively, i.e., the point of the I-V characteristics of the solar cell where the generated electric power P = V I is maximum. The power conversion efficiency (PCE; sometimes called simply efficiency) is the main performance parameter for any solar cell:
where Pin is the incident optical power density. The model physical parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 1 . The wavelength-dependent silicon absorption coefficient was derived from experimental data [35] and is shown in Figure 3 . The empirical relation reported in [36] was used to take into account the τp dependence on ND. Dp was expressed as kT (μp/q), and the analytical expression in [37] was used for the hole mobility μp. Data in [31] were used to estimate RS, the reflectivity R(λ), and the wavelengthdependent transmittance of graphene, GO, and SiO2. The first device considered for the validation of our model is a solar cell made by a monolayer graphene/ultrathin silicon Schottky junction [25] . The silicon layer is n-doped with ND = 2 × 10 16 cm −3 and its thickness is only 10.6 μm. We calculated the J-V curve and the EQE dependence on the wavelength. By comparing the plot obtained by the model with the experimental curves, we noticed a very good agreement, as described below. Table 2 compares the calculated and measured values of the four key performance parameters, VOS, JSC, FF, and PCE. For the PCE, the difference between calculated and measured values is about 0.3%. For VOS, JSC, and FF the differences are 0.03 V, 1.11 mA/cm 2 , and 3.3%, respectively. The first device considered for the validation of our model is a solar cell made by a monolayer graphene/ultrathin silicon Schottky junction [25] . The silicon layer is n-doped with N D = 2 × 10 16 cm −3 and its thickness is only 10.6 µm. We calculated the J-V curve and the EQE dependence on the wavelength. By comparing the plot obtained by the model with the experimental curves, we noticed a very good agreement, as described below. Table 2 compares the calculated and measured values of the four key performance parameters, V OS , J SC , FF, and PCE. For the PCE, the difference between calculated and measured values is about 0.3%. For V OS , J SC , and FF the differences are 0.03 V, 1.11 mA/cm 2 , and 3.3%, respectively. The second solar cell simulated by our model is that reported in [31] . It is a cell based on a monolayer graphene/n-Si Schottky junction that has been experimentally studied with and without a GO layer with a thickness of 100 nm on the graphene sheet. The thickness of the silicon layer is 300 µm, and the dopant atoms concentration in this layer is N D = 5 × 10 15 cm −3 . Using our model, we simulated the two cells with and without the GO layer. For example, Figure 4a shows the calculated J-V curve for the two cells. Again, the agreement between the calculated (Figure 4a ) and the measured curves (Figure 4b ) is very good. The same agreement can be observed for the performance parameters (see Table 3 ) with a difference between calculated and measured values of the PCE less than 0.3%. For V OS , J SC , and FF the differences are <0.015 V, <5 mA/cm 2 , and ≤5%, respectively. The second solar cell simulated by our model is that reported in [31] . It is a cell based on a monolayer graphene/n-Si Schottky junction that has been experimentally studied with and without a GO layer with a thickness of 100 nm on the graphene sheet. The thickness of the silicon layer is 300 μm, and the dopant atoms concentration in this layer is ND = 5 × 10 15 cm −3 . Using our model, we simulated the two cells with and without the GO layer. For example, Figure 4a shows the calculated J-V curve for the two cells. Again, the agreement between the calculated (Figure 4a ) and the measured curves (Figure 4b ) is very good. The same agreement can be observed for the performance parameters (see Table 3 ) with a difference between calculated and measured values of the PCE less than 0.3%. For VOS, JSC, and FF the differences are <0.015 V, <5 mA/cm 2 , and ≤5%, respectively. 
Solar Cell Design
Aiming to investigate the influence of silicon doping on solar cell performance, we considered a simple monolayer graphene/n-Si junction with a thickness H = 10 μm. This H value assures a very good flexibility of the cell. We varied ND from 10 15 to 10 19 cm −3 , and we calculated the relevant values of the PCE (see Figure 5a ). As expected, the PCE increases as ND decreases because both the photogenerated current density Jph and, consequently, the EQE increases when ND decreases. Due to this PCE dependence on ND, we chose a light doping of the n-Si layer with ND = 10 15 cm −3 .
The number of atomic layers forming the graphene sheet has to be optimized because the graphene sheet resistance and, consequently, RS decrease as the number of atomic layers increases. When RS decrease, an improvement of the efficiency results, but the graphene optical transmittance and thus Jph are reduced when the number of atomic layers is too high. Considering a graphene/n-Si solar cell with silicon doping ND = 10 15 cm −3 and H = 10 μm, we evaluated the PCE dependence on the number of atomic layers when this parameter varies from 1 to 5 (see Figure 5b) . The best PCE value (=3.02%) was obtained when the number of atomic layers was 3. This result is consistent with experimental results reported in [26] . 
Aiming to investigate the influence of silicon doping on solar cell performance, we considered a simple monolayer graphene/n-Si junction with a thickness H = 10 µm. This H value assures a very good flexibility of the cell. We varied N D from 10 15 to 10 19 cm −3 , and we calculated the relevant values of the PCE (see Figure 5a ). As expected, the PCE increases as N D decreases because both the photo-generated current density J ph and, consequently, the EQE increases when N D decreases. Due to this PCE dependence on N D , we chose a light doping of the n-Si layer with N D = 10 15 cm −3 .
The number of atomic layers forming the graphene sheet has to be optimized because the graphene sheet resistance and, consequently, R S decrease as the number of atomic layers increases. When R S decrease, an improvement of the efficiency results, but the graphene optical transmittance and thus J ph are reduced when the number of atomic layers is too high. Considering a graphene/n-Si solar cell with silicon doping N D = 10 15 cm −3 and H = 10 µm, we evaluated the PCE dependence on the number of atomic layers when this parameter varies from 1 to 5 (see Figure 5b) . The best PCE value (=3.02%) was obtained when the number of atomic layers was 3. This result is consistent with experimental results reported in [26] . To further increase the PCE of the cell, a quarter-wave anti-reflection coating (ARC) layer can be deposited on the trilayer-graphene. The optimum refractive index of the ARC layer nARC is the geometric mean of the refractive index of silicon and air [39] . Since the solar energy intensity is maximum at about 0.55 μm [40] and the silicon refractive index at that wavelength is 4.1 [35] , the optimum value of nARC is 2.0, which is very close to the refractive index of a GO layer with a thickness of <100 nm [31] . Thus, a GO layer can be used as ARC. As already mentioned, that layer dopes the graphene sheet, with a further beneficial effect on the cell performance. The optimum thickness of the ARC layer is λ/4nARC = 69 nm at λ = 0.55 μm. Table 4 summarizes the solar cell performance with and without the GO layer and shows that the PCE improves up to 5.31% when the GO is deposited. VOS, JSC, and FF increase due to the deposition of the GO layer of 0.071 V, 5.35 mA/cm 2 , and 3.86%, respectively. Table 4 . Performance of the solar cell with and without the GO quarter-wave anti-reflection coating (ARC). To increase the junction built-in voltage and the open-circuit voltage of the solar cell, one suitable approach is the oxidation of the n-Si surface before the graphene transfer. Figure 6a shows the PCE dependence on the thickness δ of the SiO2 layer grown by the Si surface oxidation. The PCE monotonically increases as δ increases, but a δ value exceeding 1.5 nm should be avoided because it could prevent the carrier transport through the oxide layer. Therefore, we have chosen δ = 1.5 nm. Figure 6b shows the VOC vs. δ plot. Our simulation confirms that, as δ increases, VOC also increases. In particular, VOC increases from 0.50 to 0.65 V by growing a SiO2 layer with a thickness in the range from 0 nm to 1.5 nm. In addition, the SiO2 layer, as expected, does not degrade the photo-generated current density due to its nanometer thickness and, consequently, the cell short-circuit current. The effect of the SiO2 layer with a thickness of 1.5 nm on the fill factor is an increase in this performance parameter from 56.7% to 64.0%. To further increase the PCE of the cell, a quarter-wave anti-reflection coating (ARC) layer can be deposited on the trilayer-graphene. The optimum refractive index of the ARC layer n ARC is the geometric mean of the refractive index of silicon and air [39] . Since the solar energy intensity is maximum at about 0.55 µm [40] and the silicon refractive index at that wavelength is 4.1 [35] , the optimum value of n ARC is 2.0, which is very close to the refractive index of a GO layer with a thickness of <100 nm [31] . Thus, a GO layer can be used as ARC. As already mentioned, that layer dopes the graphene sheet, with a further beneficial effect on the cell performance. The optimum thickness of the ARC layer is λ/4n ARC = 69 nm at λ = 0.55 µm. Table 4 summarizes the solar cell performance with and without the GO layer and shows that the PCE improves up to 5.31% when the GO is deposited. V OS , J SC , and FF increase due to the deposition of the GO layer of 0.071 V, 5.35 mA/cm 2 , and 3.86%, respectively. To increase the junction built-in voltage and the open-circuit voltage of the solar cell, one suitable approach is the oxidation of the n-Si surface before the graphene transfer. Figure 6a shows the PCE dependence on the thickness δ of the SiO 2 layer grown by the Si surface oxidation. The PCE monotonically increases as δ increases, but a δ value exceeding 1.5 nm should be avoided because it could prevent the carrier transport through the oxide layer. Therefore, we have chosen δ = 1.5 nm. Figure 6b shows the V OC vs. δ plot. Our simulation confirms that, as δ increases, V OC also increases. In particular, V OC increases from 0.50 to 0.65 V by growing a SiO 2 layer with a thickness in the range from 0 nm to 1.5 nm. In addition, the SiO 2 layer, as expected, does not degrade the photo-generated current density due to its nanometer thickness and, consequently, the cell short-circuit current. The effect of the SiO 2 layer with a thickness of 1.5 nm on the fill factor is an increase in this performance parameter from 56.7% to 64.0%. Several experimental results [26] have confirmed that silicon/graphene solar cells with a thickness of ≤50 μm are very flexible and do not alter their performance after tens of bending cycles. Thus, we investigated the possibility of increasing the thickness H of the n-Si layer to improve the cell PCE. Figure 7a shows the PCE dependence on H. We can observe that the H increase induces a PCE improvement up to 10.04% for H = 50 μm, mainly due to the increase of the EQE. This physical interpretation is confirmed by the JSC dependence on H (see Figure 7b) . The short-circuit current density, which is approximately equal to the photo-generated current density, increases as H also increases. In particular, JSC varies from 18.6 mA/cm 2 to 25.7 mA/cm 2 when H increases from 10 μm to 50 μm. The features of the optimized solar cell and its performance are summarized in Table 5 . The envisaged fabrication process of the optimized solar cell includes the patterning of the properly thinned oxidized n-Si substrate by photolithography and wet etching of SiO2, the deposition of the metal contacts by sputtering, the immersion of the sample in ultrapure water with dissolved oxygen to grow the ultrathin SiO2 layer, the graphene transfer on that layer, and the deposition of the GO layer by spin coating.
Solar cell description VOC (V) JSC (mA/cm 2 ) FF (%) PCE (%)
The achieved PCE improves by about 1.6% compared with the state-of-the-art flexible silicon/graphene Schottky junction solar cells, which is 8.42% [26] . To our knowledge, PCE values >10% are achievable in flexible photovoltaic devices on GaAs [41] , crystalline silicon (c-Si) [42] , copper indium gallium (di)selenide (CIGS) [43] , and perovskite solar cells [44] . GaAs, CIGS, and c-Si cells are very stable, but their fabrication is complex, expensive, or both, while, as already mentioned, the environmental stability of perovskite solar cells is usually lower with respect to competing Several experimental results [26] have confirmed that silicon/graphene solar cells with a thickness of ≤50 µm are very flexible and do not alter their performance after tens of bending cycles. Thus, we investigated the possibility of increasing the thickness H of the n-Si layer to improve the cell PCE. Figure 7a shows the PCE dependence on H. We can observe that the H increase induces a PCE improvement up to 10.04% for H = 50 µm, mainly due to the increase of the EQE. This physical interpretation is confirmed by the J SC dependence on H (see Figure 7b) . The short-circuit current density, which is approximately equal to the photo-generated current density, increases as H also increases. In particular, J SC varies from 18.6 mA/cm 2 to 25.7 mA/cm 2 when H increases from 10 µm to 50 µm. Several experimental results [26] have confirmed that silicon/graphene solar cells with a thickness of ≤50 μm are very flexible and do not alter their performance after tens of bending cycles. Thus, we investigated the possibility of increasing the thickness H of the n-Si layer to improve the cell PCE. Figure 7a shows the PCE dependence on H. We can observe that the H increase induces a PCE improvement up to 10.04% for H = 50 μm, mainly due to the increase of the EQE. This physical interpretation is confirmed by the JSC dependence on H (see Figure 7b) . The short-circuit current density, which is approximately equal to the photo-generated current density, increases as H also increases. In particular, JSC varies from 18.6 mA/cm 2 to 25.7 mA/cm 2 when H increases from 10 μm to 50 μm. The features of the optimized solar cell and its performance are summarized in Table 5 . The envisaged fabrication process of the optimized solar cell includes the patterning of the properly thinned oxidized n-Si substrate by photolithography and wet etching of SiO2, the deposition of the metal contacts by sputtering, the immersion of the sample in ultrapure water with dissolved oxygen to grow the ultrathin SiO2 layer, the graphene transfer on that layer, and the deposition of the GO layer by spin coating.
The achieved PCE improves by about 1.6% compared with the state-of-the-art flexible silicon/graphene Schottky junction solar cells, which is 8.42% [26] . To our knowledge, PCE values >10% are achievable in flexible photovoltaic devices on GaAs [41] , crystalline silicon (c-Si) [42] , copper indium gallium (di)selenide (CIGS) [43] , and perovskite solar cells [44] . GaAs, CIGS, and c-Si cells are very stable, but their fabrication is complex, expensive, or both, while, as already mentioned, the environmental stability of perovskite solar cells is usually lower with respect to competing The features of the optimized solar cell and its performance are summarized in Table 5 . The envisaged fabrication process of the optimized solar cell includes the patterning of the properly thinned oxidized n-Si substrate by photolithography and wet etching of SiO 2 , the deposition of the metal contacts by sputtering, the immersion of the sample in ultrapure water with dissolved oxygen to grow the ultrathin SiO 2 layer, the graphene transfer on that layer, and the deposition of the GO layer by spin coating.
The achieved PCE improves by about 1.6% compared with the state-of-the-art flexible silicon/graphene Schottky junction solar cells, which is 8.42% [26] . To our knowledge, PCE values >10% are achievable in flexible photovoltaic devices on GaAs [41] , crystalline silicon (c-Si) [42] , copper indium gallium (di)selenide (CIGS) [43] , and perovskite solar cells [44] . GaAs, CIGS, and c-Si cells are very stable, but their fabrication is complex, expensive, or both, while, as already mentioned, the environmental stability of perovskite solar cells is usually lower with respect to competing technologies. The values assumed for the thickness of the graphene sheet and of the SiO 2 layer have been already demonstrated as technologically feasible [23] . The designed flexible solar cell has a fabrication process simpler and cheaper than GaAs, CIGS, and c-Si cells; based on several experimental data [25, 26] , we expect that it is more stable than perovskite cells. In fact, experiments reported in [25] show that the performance of graphene/silicon Schottky junction flexible solar cells is degraded by only 0.4% after they are exposed to air for 20 days. In addition, cells based on the same technology are quite insensitive to tens (up to 50) of bending cycles (PCE degradation <0.1%) [26] . 
Conclusions
A new flexible graphene-on-silicon Schottky junction solar cell with a PCE of about 10% has been modeled and designed. This efficiency value improves the state of the art by more than 1.6%. The device has been optimized using a complete mathematical model we have developed. To enhance the solar cell performance, a graphene oxide layer has been used to p-dope the graphene sheet and to reduce the light reflection at the silicon/graphene interface. The open-circuit voltage and consequently the PCE of the solar cell have been increased by an ultrathin silicon oxide layer between the graphene sheet and the n-Si layer, whose thickness has been optimized through a compromise between two opposite needs, i.e., the cell efficiency and its flexibility. The designed cell can be easily manufactured by standard technological processes, and its environmental stability is better with respect to the low-cost competing technologies, such as those based on perovskites. These features of the proposed device enable its potential application in the field of IoT and wearable technology.
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